
 

 

CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION 

Ugly novel tells about a struggle of a woman who wants to be a barrister. Too many obstacles 

be passed by Clare. Her mother always abuses herself because Clare is a child who is an ugly. 

Clare is persisted to fulfill her life needs even though she always tortures by her mother.   

After analysis this novel I can conclude that the instrinsic approach can be used to analyze 

this novel. I apply showing and telling methods to know the characterizations of some characters. 

The characters that I analyze are Clare Briscoe and Carmen Briscoe as her parents. Then by using 

the concept of setting, especially the five functions of setting I can know the setting of this novel. 

Also by using the concept of plot it can be known the plot of this novel from exposition until 

resolution. 

Then I also conclude that the extinsic approach can be used to analyze this novel. I use the 

concept of hierarchy of needs to explain about Clare’s life needs. The characterizations, setting 

and plot of this novel support the concepts ofhierarchy of needs. I also elaborate between the 

instrinsic and extrinsic analysis. It proves that the theme of this a novel is hierarchy of needs on 

character of Clare. 

This research can give us something that we can learn in life. If we have ideals we should 

strive to achieve the ideals despite of many obstacles. Clare wants to be a barrister but her mother 

does not approve. So she should learn to gets good grades and gets a scholarship. Clare stays unruly 

when her mother beats her because she is always bed-wetting. She is very nervous when she is 

around her mother and it makes Clare bedwetting until she is thirteen. She also gets abuse from 

her stepfather. Clare does not do anything sometimes she gets a punch from them. Although her 

mother underestimate Clare when she wants to go to university, but Clare struggle is not in vain, 

she gets a independent scholarship to go to university majoring in Law. Finally she graduates with 

an excellent value as a Bachelor of Law and notify Mr. Mansfield to become her mentor. 

According to the research, it has a potential for the next research. There are only a few 

journals and researches that discuss and analyze the application of hierarchy of needs in literary 

work, in my opinion the result of this research can help to enrich to source. This research also can 

introduce the students of English Department about kinds of hierarchy of needs in literary work. 

It is accompanied by the example of hierarchy of needs in Ugly novel. Family institution can also 

be analyzed in this  novel through social literature. 


